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Overview
We transform underutilized sacred and public spaces into vibrant centers of creativity and
entrepreneurship. From Wall Street to Main Street, the coworking movement has emerged as the
newly relevant way to gather people around their purpose and their passion. Properties owned by
faith-based organizations and public institutions can be leveraged to tap into this leading edge
movement to further their timeless mission - to connect with their own neighborhood.

Table Legs
Our process commences by gathering Lead Teams for a coworking retreat for guided discernment
through the Four Legs of Table Coworking:
Inspiration: Why does this team want to pursue this kind of use for the space? For revenue? For
connecting with new people?
Imagination: Will the team see their space with new eyes, welcome voices that have been
silenced, feel energy that has gone untapped, smell the decay that needed clearing long ago?
Innovation: If the team has always done the same strategic plan with the same people in the
same way, with folks who all look the same, how do they pivot to do a new thing?
Improvisation: Can the team say, “Yes! And . . .” to every new idea that comes through the door
trusting the conversation to take its own course?

Process & Fees
At The Table: The opening retreat is held on Thursday evening through Saturday morning at
nearby coworking spaces. An overview of coworking as a business model and as a means for
community gathering will be shaped by the team’s discernment and inform the next level of
engagement.
Fee: $3000 for team of 4 - 6 people, including venue, food and beverages.
After the retreat, recommendations for moving forward will include a menu of ongoing services
provided on retainer of $500 - $3000 per month, plus expenses.
Relationship Cultivation: Engaging the congregation, the business community the social impact
sector and the neighborhood from practical and theological perspectives
Sta

ng: Recruiting, retention and training strategies for Community Managers and Animators

Programming: Ongoing and special events created to educate and engage the coworking
community and the neighborhood
Space Design: Planning a exible and creative environment that will attract a broad spectrum of
members and guests with minimal budget impact
Business Planning: Income and expense projections, technology recommendations and
marketing plans
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